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author could give his text was that it followed faithfully a text that had been written
several centuries earlier.
Little can be said of education in the post-Empire period except that formalism
and conservatism and repetition seemed never-ending in the schools. Just as the art
forms deliberately sought to copy the remote past, so did the schools repeat the
literary formulas of the past. But the lively, spirited, confident assurance of the Old
and Middle Kingdoms seemed to be gone. The qualities of withdrawal and quiet piety
seemed to be most in favor. The ritualistic preoccupation with the hereafter, a
characteristic so fully reflected in The Book of the Dead, finally became a reality in
the late Empire and post-Empire.
The dispersive period of Egyptian education epitomized the conservative, un-
creative, and traditionalistic school systems of the civilized world, slavishly passing on
maxims and word lists of an eminently "practical" but somehow curiously irrevelant
nature. The literary education which once prepared men for active leadership in the
bureaucracy that created the high civilization of the Old and Middle Kingdoms
somehow no longer prepared the scribal elite to direct or stimulate national develop-
ment. Even the wider extension of literacy beyond the few top officials did not lead to
imaginative drive and creativity. The steady decline of the civilization seemed to be
reflected in the formalistic and highly conventionalized type of education that charac-
terized the post-Empire period. And this was the kind of education that Egypt
possessed when she was in closest touch with neighboring peoples and societies in
Phoenicia, in Palestine, in Syria, and in the Aegean. Her colonies abroad might have
taught her much; the colonies of foreigners inside Egypt might have learned much. But
the Egyptian power to educate had been dissipated; only the power to repeat the
lessons of the past remained.
Whatever the differences the civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia displayed
in their rhythms of educational development, I find a basic similarity in the general
movement from formative to florescent to formalistic stages. Egyptian education
generally played an innovative role as it prepared young men for the wide range of
civil, military, and religious careers demanded by the burgeoning society of the
formative and florescent years. Then, by and large, the career opportunities in
government were restricted as the temple priesthoods tended to overshadow the
disrupted civil establishment of the dispersive period. Much of the energy of the
temples and the priestly foundations was devoted to the unproductive yet perpetual
ritual care of the tombs of kings and nobility. So literary training was narrowed by the
demands of religious ritual. It thus became more and more repetitive and conservative.
But even the government service lost much of its devotion to developmental and
productive enterprises. Sheer maintenance of the political and economic system was
hard enough, without developing it.
I would say therefore that it is not only the preparation of young people for a
wider range of social roles that enables education to be innovative; it is also the kind of
role which they are being prepared to play in public affairs that counts. Preparing
people for a large number of specialized roles can be as stultifying as preparing them
for a few, if the roles themselves are merely to be those of mechanically following

